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INFO   
Although the newsletter lists demos,
events etc., lack of space orevents
us giving many details. Also, soe
information is out of date by the
time the newsletter is printed.

n To improve communication .
about anarchist events, we are
offering to send out a more detailed
INFO SHEET separately from the news- _‘..,;_;_-Z..,-,_ __,;;'?:.;-. _ ;_
letter. for the cost of an sae. The €5*§:*?*’L; ”‘?”'“"
rm-'0 smm will 11:: events five " -
weeks ahead and can INCLUDE EVENTS '
NOT LISTED IN THE NEWSLETTER

If you want s demo, meeting, <:J
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Sat Sept 8th ‘Poll Tax & the Unions‘ conference, Sheffield, see inside

Sat Sept 8th ‘Hands Off the Middle East‘ demo, London. (organised by
the RCP so go at your peril!) O71 375 1702 for details.

Sat Sept Bth March for Martin Foran, Birmingham. 021 565 4217 for news
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Tues Sept llth Inaugural meeting of Liverpool ‘Troops Out Movement‘ NUMBER 20 __W 15 PENCEH
branch. Mutual Aid Centre, 45 Seel St, Liverpool 1

 7.30pm. All welcome.

Sat Sept 15th 3D national activists meeting, Leeds. Details inside. RUPMNIA

Sat Sept 29th Class Struggle Anarchist Network meeting, Huddersfield
Poly. P.O. Box 446, Sheffield, Sl INY for details.

Every Monday Anarchist Group meeting, Mutual Aid Centre, 45 Seel St.
Every Thursday Squatting Advice at the M.A.C. — 1-5pm.
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conference, picket, gig, fair or J:A”5E7.
festival anywhere in.the countr i[> <1 Y1.- Y \-_ '-s
listed in the INFO SHEET send details ‘G7 ____““‘““
to the P.O. Box

If you want a copy of the INFO
SHEET send an see at any time to:

IN?0 SHEET
P.O. BOX 110
LIVERPOOL L69 SDP.
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MERSEYSIDE ANARCHIST NEWSLETTER, P.O. BOX IIO1 LIVERPOOL, L69 BDP.
 

Yes its here - issue 20 — and its a whopping 20 page special. We've so
much stuff this month that some of it will have to hold over until next
issue. Space too prevents us printing both the articles we've recieved
on Iraq, so as the two make similar points, we ve chosen the shorter
one. The views in it, as with all our articles, are not necessarily
those of Liverpool Anarchist Group as a whole. Iraq is big news, and you
can chose between the two seperate anti-war demos - one called by the
SWP, the other, you guessed it, called by the RCP. Another recruiting
ground for the Party hacks.
We always welcome ideas, letters, articles, and the like. The deadline
for the October issue will be 24th September. So get writing.
Subs are still, for the time being, available for two pounds for ten
issues (ii). Cheques payable to “Mutual Aid Centre", sent to the above
address.
See you in October.

_ .-A. '

Anarchism.ia revolutionary anti-
state socialism. In practical turns,
anarchists aim for the destruction of
the power of the ruling class and of
all relationships based on domination
and submission. This means taking over
our industries and communities and
changing them to meet the needs of all,
as well as the ecological needs of the
environment. Without this takeover we
can struggle within capitalism but
never replace it.

Anarchism will be created by mill-
ions of people, not a dictatorial elite
(we are not Marxist-Leninists), and all
will have their part to play in shaping
it. Power will lie with the organisations
thrown up by and for the revolution, not
with the political parties who will try
to dominate and destroy them.

The mu:sociaqyvfillrmm'Mebmrn
through abstract ideas, but will coma
out of the. realities of struggle and the
need for working class people to unite.
Such struggle doean‘t just involve ras-
istanca to ruling class power (strikes,
mass protests and other forms of direct
action), but also construction - the
building of new, locally based federal
organisations < (examples of which go from
the original Soviets of the Russian Rav-
olution to the Miner‘: Support Groups cf
the l9B4/85 strike), plus the forging of
solidarity and the willingness to go "
further
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Pro-Iraqi demonstrator burns
U.S. flag in Jordan.‘I
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_ The conflict in the Gulf is dominating the news headlines these days.
This article examines the background to it, the actions of Saddam Hussein
and the West and looks at what we in Britain can do.

Since the end of world war 2, Ameriga
has taken over from Britain in the role
Of ‘the world's policeman‘. Even the
remotes: percieved danger to U.S. inter-
ests or to the smooth running of internat-
ional capitalism will provoke their
intervention in one form or another.

_ In the days of the British empire,
imperialism most often meant direct rule
from London. Whitehall ran the administr-
ation of the colonies, and business int-

Th3!‘ ii 3° tr“¢h in-Eh‘ 31*!‘ ‘*3’ erests abroad were alwa s_ _ y backed up by
Tb! 3339!! $9 751133 @133‘ P°"3 13 595' the physical presence of British troops.
tinual and widening struggle " £02 social Then, ‘intervention’ entailed the sending
revolution and anarchism. ‘"1? Leer boys‘ to far flung Parts of the

g o e to d l ° h 1 wh
_ ' pack in beifa Z-Lgolgeop the 2 wanted tog ny, n s all the

same.

By 1945 Britain was broke. WW2 had
exhausted the country in every sense of
the word and the ability to maintain an
empire was gone. While Britain was leav-
ing or being forced out of colony after
colony America took over responsibility
for facing down threats to capitalism's
stability and well-being.

But this process was more than just a
change in the 'policeman‘s' accent. The
west still needed to exploit third world
resources and cheap labour so the U.S.
oversaw the introduction of a new, more
subtle version of colonialism. Wherever
possible, when colonies were given ind-
ependence, power was handed to groups
willing to do business with the west.
In return for favourable trade agree-



ments the U.S. would grant financial
aid and loans and arm their ‘client’
governments to ensure they weren't
overthrown.

Gone are the days of direct rule and
maintaining standing armies overseas.
This is the age of the multinational
corporation, which brings the west all
the benefits it previously had without
the constant round of colonial wars and
the risk of defeat. As long as the
'clients‘ are able to keep the food/oil/
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resources, etc flowing then military
intervention by the west is seen as a
last resort - and if certain clients
have to use things like military
dictatorships, death squads, genocide
and apartheid to keep the lid on dissent
then that's OK by the freedom and dem-
ocracy loving governments of the west!

when war breaks out in the third
world the west always backs the side it
thinks will best safeguard its interests.
For example, when Iraq invaded Iran in
the wake of the 1979 revolution all the
major powers (including the USSR) supp-
lied arms to Saddam Hussein in the hope
that he would overthrow the fundamental-
ist regime of Khomeini‘s Iran. Though
this wasn't achieved, the 8 years of war
ensured that western military intervent-
ion was prevented, that the Iranian
economy was ruined and that, for the
time being, Iran was unable to export
its revolution to other Arab states which,
in the eyes of the west, would have danger-
ously de-stabilised the whole region.

Iraq was too strong a country to be
bullied into full client status but for
playing the game and fighting Iran, the
west ensured that, through their aid,
Saddam Hussein was head of what was now
a ‘regional superpower‘.

Last month Iraq used the excuse of a
long-running border dispute to invade
and annexe Kuwait. Iraq wanted Kuwait's
oil industry which would boost its infl-
uence 1n the Arab world and increase its
bargaining power with the west. Also,
Ifaq was about to make major concessions
to Iran in the peace talks which followed
the war and Hussein wanted something to
divert attention from this climb—down_

Because all industrialised nations
are very dependent on oil imports, the
west gets extremely jumpy about political
upheavals in the Middle East. Intervent-
ion was inevitable when Iraq swallowed up
Kuwait and threatened to roll into Saudi
Arabia — two of the west's most friendly
oil producers in the region.

This time though, the 'c1ient' system
didn't work. America's two closest allies
in the Middle East are Saudi Arabia and
Israel, and neither was able to deal with
Iraq. The Saudi's were simply not strong
enough and any action by Israel would
have immediately united much of the Arab
world behind Iraq. So, the west stepped
in. 0f course, they did all they could
to give their actions a veneer of respect-
ability: U.S. troops arrived in Saudi
Arabia at the ‘invitation’ of the ruling
royal family, the United Nations quickly
passed some resolutions to keep the whole
thing on a legal footing and America's
allies also sent small forces to the
Gulf to show that, despite appearances,
this wasn't just another act of a super-
power that couldn't keep out of other
people's business.

Though shooting hasn't yet started,
the propaganda war is well under way
with Saddam Hussein being presented as
"a new Hitler". All of a sudden the
western media is reporting the unsavoury
facts about the military dictatorship in
Iraq - facts which were for some reason
ignored until a few weeks ago. when Iraq
was doing the west's dirty work against
Iran, Hussein was armed to the teeth by
the west - the tanks and armoured cars
now trundling round Kuwait City came
directly from the superpowers. Politic-
ians are full of scare stories about Iraq's
million strong army, but who gave it the
guns ? Similarly, Iraq's chemical weapons
capability was made possible by western
technology. Of course, the papers which
are howling about Hussein's possession
of ‘the poor man's Bomb‘ are conveniently
ignoring the tens of thousands of nuclear
warheads held by the west.

The hypocrisy of the west really is
staggering. Up until very recently Huss-
ein was seen as a barrier to the spread
of Islamic fundamentalism and a stabilis-
ing element in Middle East politics but
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now Thatcher is calling him "a despot
and a tyrant".

The gutter press have been quick to
follow the lead of-their political mas-
tersby whipping up anti-arab racism. A
month ago there probably wasn't a Daily
Star reader who could tell you where
Iraq was, let alone what kind of govern-
ment it had. Now they're going round
parroting that papers call for all
Iraqi's in Britain to be interned.

muss ...MURDERER...
So, as revolutionaries based in Britain

what should our attitude be ? Some of the
more whacko lefty sects have called for
support for Saddam Hussein, but notions
like that should be knocked on the head
straight away. Hussein does head a brutal
military dictatorship, he was happy to
let 500,000 people die in a futile war
with Iran - basically he's a power hun-
gry scumbag unworthy of our support.

Having said that, let's not shed any
tears over Kuwait. Western Leaders are
full of crap at the moment about ‘the
rights of small nations‘, ‘national sov
ereignity' and other hypocritical trash.
(they conveniently forget episodes like
Panama and Greneda at this point, not
to mention the imperial past of Britain
and France etc). Kuwait itself was a
despotic little statelet run by a med-
ieval royal family bloated on oil wealth
who had flirted with limited parliament-
ary democracy only to scrap it when
some MP's began to use it as a platform
for the demands of Islamic fundamental-
ists. Kuwait also imported cheap labour
such as the Palestinians to do all the
dirty jobs. Whether Kuwait is Kuwait
or the l9th province of Iraq makes no
difference to many people bar the
Kuwaiti royals.

But it's not good enough for us to
just say "Iraq, Kuwait, America - I
don't support any of them" and do nothing
more. Surely we must be involved in anti-
war agitation in this country. But we
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_ 5
must make it clear that we oppose west-
ern intervention not out of some pacifist
desire for peace at all costs, but be-
cause'we're against the working class
of any country dying in their bosses
wars.

And if it does come to a shooting
war it's in all our interests for the
west to lose. The end of the cold war
has boosted U.S. confidence and we're
going to see more and more weight thrown
around unless western adventures start
going the same way as in Vietnam.
Thatcher too would benefit from a succ-
essful miltary adventure abroad by
creating another ‘Falklands factor‘ in
the run-up to the next election.
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Finally, let's not make the same
error as some other left headbangers are
making. In their efforts to be ‘polit-
ically correcter than thou‘ some groups
are calling for an "Arab working class"
solution to be found. Without getting
too bogged down in the complex web of
Middle East politics, let's be clear
that this is a complete non—starter. First
of all you can't apply strict class defin-
itions to all Arab countries - some of
them haven't even finished their industrial
revolutions yet! Secondly, even if you
do manage to sort out who you think
the Arab working class actually are,
you've then got to take into account
the fact that they are divided over the
issue anyway. Some have sympathy for
their own governments position while
others support the stance of foreign
governments. Then you've got groups like
the Palestinians who aren't even in a
position to make decisions about their
own future, let alone that of Kuwait!

So lets leave the snappy sloganeering
to the chuckleheads of the left - their
ridiculous posturing is only slightly
less relevant than their parties - and
that's to us, never mind the "Arab
working class"!
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Each year the Troops Out Movement organises a large delegation of people
from England, Scotland and wales to spend four days in Belfast. The del-
egation is hosted by Sinn Fein and delegates stay in the homes of repub-
licans. The aim is to give British people an alternative view of the
conflict to that presented here, to show the reality of life under occ-
upation and, hopefully, to inspire those people to campaign for British
withdrawal from Ireland when they return home.

Below we have two articles. The first detailing the stay in Belfast,
while the second describes a new feature of the delegation - a visit to
the border area around Crossmaglen.

This was the eleventh annual Troops
Out delegation to Belfast and my second
- so I knew a little of what to expect!

Though I recognised a few faces from
last year, the majority of people were
on their first delegation - though at
least one of them had visited ‘northern’
Ireland before - as a British soldier!
Many people go as delegates of trade
unions and community or political groups
though others are simply individuals
wanting to see for themselves what's
happening in the Six Counties.

The official side of the delegation
consists of workshops and meetings to-
gether with visits to places of interest,
and the Troops Out contingent attends
the annual anti-internment march and
rally in Nest Belfast. However, there's
much more to it than that - delegates
often report that for them the most
illuminating parts come simply from
talking with the families they stayed
with or to local people at the social
events in republican clubs.

This year the Liverpool delegates
stayed in the staunchly republican area
of Ballymurphy. Our host had herself
served a prison sentence for her pol-
itical activities and the man she's
married to is currently doing a long
stretch in the H-blocks. Despite the
pressures of repeated army and police
raids on her house (the damage was ev-
ident) and of bringing up kids alone,
she had no problems about continued
support for the republican movement.
This was true of other ‘ordinary’
(whatever that is!) people we met. It
struck me that over there, unlike in
Britain, it must be difficult to harbour
any illusions about what's happening
around you - the stark reality of liv-
ing in a sectarian statelet propped up

by British troops must almost force pol-
itical lessons on you.

The other thing which you notice is the
strength of the communities. This isn't
just shown in the republican wall mrals
and slogans which cover the place but in
the way that everyone knows each other
and that they're far more relaxed than
British city dwellers. One aspect I found
totally weird was the habit people had of
going out and leaving their front doors
open. In Liverpool you'd only do it once
but over there you don't have much ‘anti-
social’ crime in the nationalist areas.

Anyway, back to the 'official' side of
the delegation! The workshops were held in
the Conway Hill, just off the Falls Road.
It's a community and adult education cen-
tre run by and for people in Nest Belfast
and it offers loads of different courses
and activities. Belfast's loyalist city
council recently branded it a "Provo
front" (it isn't) and cut off its funding
but it continues nevertheless.

I'll try and cover the main points‘
raised in the workshops I was able to att-
end but, as happened last year, there was
such a wealth of information that you'd’
need a small book to do it justice! (By

GO

the way, I'm not sure whether the people
who ran the workshops and put delegates
up in their homes would appreciate being
named in generally available British pub-
lications, so I won't name them! Suffice
to say that they were all either Sinn Fein
members or republican activists.)

RAIDS AND REPRESSION

In this workshop women from Belfast and
County Tyrone spoke of the effects of
British raiding and the place it occupies
in their overall strategy. In Belfast the
army uses the excuse of searching for
arms and explosives as a way of inflict-
ing collective punishment on nationalist
communities. In the last couple of years
house raiding has intensified to the
point where whole streets are placed un-
der siege while every house is searched.
Raids such as these rarely bring results
and most arms finds happen either by
chance or through informers.

Despite the fact that for obvious
reasons, known republicans aren't going
to keep weapons in their homes, activists
are targetted for particularly heavy
harrassment and raids. One woman who
spoke had her house invaded 18 times in
1989 - nothing was ever found. Similarly
the woman frm Tyrone had been raided 12
times since Hay.

Raiding has two main aims; firstly to
intimidate people and dissuade them from
becomming involved in the republican move-
ment, and secondly as a means of gather-
ing intellflgence. Police and soldiers
regularly sketch the layout of a house
during a raid and note down any security
'measures. These details often find their
way to loyalist death squads who can and
do use the information in sectarian
murder bids -_clear evidence of coll-
usion between the ‘crown forces‘ and
groups like the UVT.

PRISONERS OF UAR

There are now over 700 republican pris-
oners, mostly held in the Six Counties but
also in Britain, southern Ireland, Europe
and the USA. 176 are serving life senten-
ces. Sinn Fein has a Pofl Department and
one of its workers who had himself served
l2 years in the H-blocks hosted the work-
shop along with two recently released
prisoners, one who‘d just done 16 years.

The attitude within the republican
movement is that these prisoners are being
held as political hostages. Release dates
for lifers and those being held "at the s
Secretary of State's pleasure" (known as
50SP‘s) are highly flexible and the rel-
ease system is seen by the British as a
way-of pressurising the movement to wind
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down its struggle - the implication being
that a ceasefire will bring early releases
This tactic obviously isn't working but
the prisoners remain as hostages all the
same. s

There are many campaigns going on
around the issue of republican prisoners.
For example, to get firm release dates
for every lifer and SOSP, to end strip
searching and to transfer Irish prisoners
in English jails so they can serve their
sentences near to their families (this is
apparently in accordance with Home Office
guidelines but rarely happens with rep-
ublicans, adding to the impression that
they are hostages). Along with them you
have the ongoing struggle against extra-
dition of republicans arrested in the
south of Ireland and who, as history
shows, can't hope to get anything like a
fair trial in Britain. .

The newest campaign is around the dem-
and for the segregation of republican and
loyalist prisoners in Belfast‘s Crumlin
Road jail. Since 1976 Britain has tried
to treat republicans in jail as ‘ordinary
criminals‘ and to ignore their political
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status. This goes hand in hand with their
attempts to present the war as a whole as
nothing more than a ‘law and order‘ prob-'
lem. It's a policy known as 'criminalisa-
tion'. It was smashed in the H-blocks by
the struggles which culminated in the
1981 Hunger Strikes. The R—blocks are now
segregated, republicans don't wear prison
uniforms or do prison work and the prison
authorities recognise IRA structures
within the jail.

But in Crumlin Rd forced integration
of republicans and loyalists is the norm.
There is growing tension within the jail
over the issue of segregation as there
have been a number of attacks on republic-
ans. Sinn Fein and the families of the
prisoners believe that it's only a matter
of time before someone is killed. They
point to prison warders turning a blind
eye to loyalist attacks and stress that
it's all_part of the overall British
strategy of breaking the resolve of rep-
ublican prisoners on remand there. The
attitude seems to be that if you can
crush a prisoners will to fight before
the court case, they won't cause trouble
while serving their sentence.

One graphic example of why segregation
has become and issue in the jail was
given during the workshop. Thomas Braniff
is a republican Pow in Gremlin Rd. While
he was on remand there a loyalist death
squad broke into his home and murdered
his father. One of the gang was arrested.
Thomas Braniff is now serving his sentence

in Crumlin Rd - and so is the loyalist
who murdered his father. By pursuing
their policy of forced integration, the
British prison authorities are expecting
Thomas Braniff to share a wing with that
loyalist, to pass him on the landings
every day, to go for meals with him and
to share an excercise yard with him. In
Britain it is vital that issues like
these are made public and that we play
our part in supporting the demand for
segregation in Crumlin Rd jail.

CULTURE

"Culture is a battlefield too". That
was the message to come out of this
workshop and ids a message that the Brit-
ish state has learnt from its colonial
past. Oppressed peoples draw strength
from their culture, so to win, an occ-
upying power must either destroy it
altogether or sanitize it and make it
a part of the status quo. For centuries
in Ireland it was illegal to speak Gaelic
or use Irish names or even for a time to
wear green (I) as the British tried to
supress any trace of 'Irishness'. Even
now in the north ith illegal to put up
street names in Irish and you can be
arrested if you give the Irish version
of your name to the RUC.

Bart of the struggle currently going
on in the Six Counties is around culture.
Recent years have seen an upsurge in
Caelic classes, Irish schools and research
into real Irish history.

_ For its part the British state is fund-
ing a ‘cultural industry’ which employs
friendly historians and publicists who
are trying to 'prove' that there is a
"Northern Ireland identity" common to
both traditions in the Six Counties. It's
an attempt tostabilise the situation by
making the state seem acceptable through
showing that all the inhabitants have
always been different to the rest of the
Irish people — honest! Yep, culture is a
battlefield too....

THE FALLS TAXI ASSOC1AT§ON

This was a workshop about far more than
just taxis, but before going into it let
me tell you why the abnormal political
situation in the Six Counties affects
even public transport.

In Belfast, two decades of using busses
as barricades has pretty much done in the
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bus service. Also, normal public trans-
port was rendered unworkable by threats
from loyalist paramilitaries to shoot
Catholic bus drivers and passengers who
came into ‘their’ areas. This made the
taxi the natural means of transport.
Black cabs in Nest Belfast only run along
specified routes and there's a standard
fare (hflp). It's also a bit disconcerting
at first for visitors to find ‘their’
taxi stopping before they want to get out
and total strangers getting in! After a
while though, you get the hang of it and
learn to accept Belfast taxis as little
black busses!

The Falls Taxi Asscoiation acts more
or less like the drivers union and one of
its functions is to provide some bulk at
the front and back of republican funerals.
It's not uncommon to see 3 or A ranks of
taxis preceeding a funeral cortege.

During the funerals of the three IRA
volunteers shot dead in Gibraltar in 1988,
a lone loyalist gunman, Hithael 5€0RB»
used a pistol and hand grenades to attack
the massive crowd of murners in Hilltown
Cemetery. Three people died while chasing
Stone and one of them turned out to an
IRA man, Colin McBride. At his funeral
several days later an unmarked car appr-
oached the funeral procession at speed,
swerved past the taxis at the front and
drove right into the mourners. when
people saw an armed man try to get out
they surged forward, assuming that th1S
was another loyalist attack on a republ-
ican funeral. Both men in the car were -
disarmed before they were taken bY the
IRA to nearby Casement Park and shot. -

"The dead men turned out to be British
army corporals with several tours of duty
in the Six Counties_behind them. Why they
arrived_at_the funeral in such a_manfl¢r»i
is still a mystery. All British_army_perT
sonnel in Belfast were informed of the .
fonts of the funeral that day and the

The disarming of the two men (but not
the shootings) was filmed by a British fl
army helicopter. Since that day over 00 ';'

<

people have been arrested in what have 'I;
become known as the Casement trials. Non-‘
jury courts have been handing out stiff 1
sentences for even the most minor of
trumped up charges based on indistinct '
video evidence. _

The Falls Taxi Association has been *
prominent in the defence campaign which l
has sprung up around the accused and is
warning that more arrests and collective __
punishents are inevitable as the state " I
takes revenge for what many see as the
foiling by republicans of an undercover
military operation.

0
1

Aside from the workshops and visits (to
the Divis Flats, radical bOOk8hOP5s an
Irish school, the Falls Women's Centre,
Crossmaglen and an exhibition of prison-
ers art and poetry), the delegation also
took part in the annual march to mark the
anniversary of internment without trial, a
brought in in 1971. The marchers heard a .
variety of speakers at the rally after~
wards, the best being Martin Galvin of
Noraid who's speech was an absolute
stonmer. R

The four days in Belfast go far too
quickly but a lot of learning is packed,
into them and they are wwsh =¢_vr=$==1'=
a realistic picture of the tflnfllfif there-
I want to conclude this article by once
again urging anarchists to educate them-
selves on the war in Ireland, to learn
the lessons of that struggle and to helP
in any way we can to bring it to a success-
ful conclusion.
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The border visit was a ow lditiopto
the Troops Out delegation and an excel-
lent one. Thirty or so of as departed
from Belfast by minicoech to take a
closer look at the South.delqgb bender
area at the -of me local Siam
Fein.councillrs. After 1 brief soup in
Henry we departed along the *UhIncelLor's
road" (so-cello because, ue.are cold,
a oue—tme Irish ChID£lIII‘UII in fled
up of being attacked by republican that
the built it 15.1 hype: to leery fin! his
trzuels from mhe Imrfll-

'E"befirs¢tm:i.:|gyrou
of the countryside,
cars that litter it -
out the enemy” by
may be diffeemm to
is the some one. It ween
we were on the approach ism
checkpoint on the road
approached the roundabout
pltrols ahead our guide decided
nedn't bother with all the fioelllities
aid turning right and through a flew
country lees we were soon, painlessly,
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Blster lritaia decided it

I921, moot of it is
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It has long been tb cacti
to disrupt the major econmd
between the Forth and the South
link being the Belfast-Bmhlin rail
often closd for days on end by Ill
actions, the idea being to show Britain
that there on be mo “normal relations“
in a divided land. We passed under the
railway where a road runs off alongside
the line, ironically the subject of
repeated attempts by locals and farmers
to keep it open- This particular road was
bloom up by the British over 15 years ago
and hd only just been reopeoed'recently
when local tractor and enrtbuowers bull-
dwed it flan: yin. ‘These activities are
organised by the many "Border Community
Associations" who risk coofromtation and
arrest keeping their border roads open-

1;?3*?lg“we‘SE;
country

muddle-of
this t is smmgle
tract, half of Ives in the
North and half in the South- De joke about
seeing each others pesapots! Such jokes
are:nmre cerium Eur Liau<Eanmell who's
heme we-smug iEi!1§‘flIlSiI- Elehuiei
-under the ?;I;i. firnnzflhe-Ihrth silo:
TEIB, be is mII=unahBe, begailyp columns:
the-mood and an che>&ueier'onmside his
oII:hmmei

It was as Britain threw itself into the bloodbath of wwl that Irish
Nationalists saw their opportunity to free Ireland from British colonial-
ism and occupation once and for all. Despite the failure of the "Easter
Rising‘ of April 1916, the clampdown and execution of the ringleaders
that followed by the British served only to strengthen the resolve of the
Irish people. In l9l8, the General Election returned 71 per cent Sinn
Fein and other nationalists committed to an independent parliament.
Britain's answer was to intern the leadership and thousands of their
supporters. A war of independence followed and in 1920 the "Government
of Ireland" Act was Britain's final attempt to keep what power they had
in Ireland. The following year Ireland was partitioned and the Six county
statelet was formed.

Before long we are passing Fork Hill, one of
the main barracks in South Armagh lies in
the dip between the hills and was in the
10's subject to constant bombings, until it
mccured to the Brits to build a spy post
on the overlooking hill. The post itself
is just one of a whole network, each vis-
ible to the other, which spoils virtually
every hill in the region. They are serviced
by helicopter, troops seldom patrol on foot
for any length of time around here, and
each is equiped with it's own underground
living quarters, kitchens and power
Supply. We encounter our first roadblock.

Soon we pass unchallenged from North to
South again and back along the main
Dundalk to Armagh road. The authorities,
we are told, long ago abandoned their
customs post on this particular stretch
doe to IRA activity!

It has never been the way of the British
Army to respect the rights and crops of
farmers and land is frequently damaged
ad crops destroyed to build more spy
posts. We passed one such post, the first
to be built in the area on confiscated
land.

Further down the road and another
graphic reminder that despite the coun-
tryside something isn't quite normal.
Cross-border pylons, a proud Dublin-
Loudon initiative, half collapsed,
cables severed, legs blown away by IRA
charges. No fake normality here!

So finally we reach Crossmaglen, a tiny
staunchly republican border community
which over the years has become such a
thorn in the side of the Brits that
mews reports now prefer not to mention it's
one. we arrive in the square at a
strange time, for crowds of many hundreds
from all over Ireland have turned up to
winch what turns out to be a fist-fight
for the title of "King of the Gypsies".
Such has been the refusal of this comm-
unity to bow down to British occupation
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not on the nearest hill but right on the
main square itself. There cannot be a more
closely watched community anywhere and
still the post comes under attack from
time to time. Bizarre scenes as sections
of the huge crowd celebrate victory for
their man, directly underneath the watching
army post. Behind lies the huge Crossmaglen
barracks, bristling with antennae and
connected to the spy post by underground
passage. Buried in the side of this huge
building is a tiny RUC "Police Station"
with the same kind of noticeboard you would
find anywhere - "There has been a spate
of car thefts in this area...Motorists lock
your cars!" and a recruitment poster.

predominantly Catholic areas. 
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Dumb!

Not far out of Crossmaglen and yet another
spy post complete with the latest long-
range camera and listening technology.
Honaghan lies ahead and we are travelling
along a "concession road". Drivers from
the South are kindly permitted to drive
from Monaghan to Honaghan along it's 3

the army has seen fit to build its spy post Wile 5¢TB!¢h 35 it Paises 5hT°"Bh the
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North (such are the twists and turns of
the dividing line this is often the
quickest route) provided they do not stop
or leave their cars.

Do British forces ever cross the border?
Well, "map reading errors" do occur! One
such error brought eleven British soldiers
down by helicopter on August 3rd this
year near Cornahoe, Soth Armagh where
they proceeded to search a field before
realising their "mistake" and were inter-
cepted by the Irish police (Gardai) who
"took down their names". It so happens
that the previous evening a prominent
republican from the South had waited by the
very field while his wife crossed the border
to get groceries from a filling station. The
soldiers flew out again_having found
nothing and a local Sinn Fein councillor
was forced to comment,"The so-called
intervention of the Gardai was nothing
but a sham to save face. This was no map
reading error, it was a deliberate incur-
sion with or without the connivance
of the 26 county authorities..." (AP/RN).

More spy posts and mre tattered pylons
on the road back to Newry where we leave our
guide behind. It's a strange feeling as we
pass a freshly dug memorial to the hunger
strikers set in the embankment next to
country road. The nearby farmhouse sports
a sign:"Join the Proves".

It has been an eye-opening experience and
one which highlights the intensity of
"Security" operations in the area and above
all the stupidity and futility of this so
called "border". It is a testimony to the
courage and determination of the volunteers of
the IRA that despite the blanket surveillance
that smothers the entire area, they still
continue to operate here. It is the Brits
that still fly by helicopter, and the Brits
who lie frightened in the bushes knowing
that every patrol could be their last.

In summing up our guide reiterated what
for him was the central issue in the
struggle - That the war in Ireland isn't
just about poverty, unlike Belfast the farm-
ers of S. Armagh do live comfortably. That
the war is not about sectarianism, protest-
ants do still live happily within the Armagh
communities. The Central issue is that nobody
can draw an artificial line through a c~--"-
and expect things to carry on as if
normal. And things cannot and will not

-be normal until Britain finally withdraws
from Ireland.

UP THE PROVOSI
SMASH THE BORDER!
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Across Britain the gloves are coming °ff-
Councils are now gearing HP 5° ‘aha °“
what has become the louge$t_¢8WP818" of
civil disobedience in Britain ever. _
Nationwide, non-paymflflt has bfe“ °“1“at°d
at around 12 million, with 311 Of thflss
on the poll tax register in 5§B1and a“d
Wales not having paid their first two_
months‘ bills. In Liverpool, unofficial
estimates put the level of non'P§YmB"¢
at £02. Even the "Echo" has admitted
that 130 000 summonses maY have 5° be
issued, out of 327 O00 re815‘°red'
Other estimates put the level of nQ"“
payment at 801 (according to the Hers“
eyside Anti-Poll Tax Federation.)

The first poll tax cases on
Merseyside were in Huyton on 30th July.
with around 200 people turning HP “
mostly for the court cases — only l2
cases were heard during the day, Wlth
70 having to be adjourned. Since then,
cases have been held in Kirkby, BO0E1B»
Southport and Ellesmere Port. In I
Liverpool, all the magistrates courts are
booked until February. 5° unless Ehe u
council-puts O“ 5Pe¢i§1 ¢°“rt5 he "E 3°t_
at least until then. ' ' H_

As an added headache for Liverpoolw
councillors, NALCO poll tax YQFk¢T9.3Pd,,
council switchboard operators have COW8

~out-on~indefinate strike. _Thi$.i§ain_m"-
"scatter of 28 environmental health s~~s
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workers, who are in a long-running dispute
with the council over how much of their
pay was docked during a previous str1ke-
while this lasts, no poll tax payments
can be made at the municipal offices.

For all non—payers who tcceivfl 3
summons, the important thing is to TQ§§_
UP AT COURT. Contact the Merseyside Fed-
eration iphone 236 1302) or your local
anti—poll tax union. Legal advisorsl
"McKenzie" friends will be avallflble I0
suggest ways of dragging Y0"? Case °“5
for as long as possible. The more ps0P1¢
who turn up, the more the PT°¢e55 °f
injustice will grind to a halt. _lt s been
estimated that if only 1 person in 37
turns up, the system will be inoperable.
(S O00 court cases, at 20 minutes each,'
will take a year to deal with.) If Y9?
don't turn up you'll be rubber-stamped
and get a liability order anvvaY- Qflfs
they've got the liability order. they V9
still got to get you to P8Y- (FQY mQre
details of this, contact the Federation
or write to us.)

Can't Fight, Won't Fight

Meanwhile, in stark contrast_to the level
of grassroots opposition, the opposition
in the council chambers has been kicked
into touch. Every Labour council is now
iaslemenringjthsfpollftax.;;Ihe,n1nbrity-

. .-

_.._ -41-

of Labour councillors (and it was a min—
ority) prepared to make a stand has either
backed down or been seen off. In Liverp-
ool, l5 councillors have been suspended
by Labour's National Executive Committee,
for voting against a poll tax (30 Labour
councillors voted for it, 18 against.)
another lb have now joined them for vot-
ing against a £4 a week council rent rise
to help balance the budget. With Harry
Rimmer now in charge, the idea of a coun—
cil — led fightback is shown for the
dream it always was. As if this wasn't
clear enough, Rimer has now ended the
rent-free lease on the Merseyside Feder-
ation's Headquarters (which was agreed
by the previous Labour administration)
The HQ is now under occupation, with the
council going for an eviction order.

For anarchists, this is no surprise,
we've never had any faith in councillors
an yway. Committed as it is to obeying
the law — even if it means surrender —
the Labour Party has never had the stomach
for a real fight. Those socialists who
dream of "reclaiming the Labour Party for
socialism" are only trying to breathe life
into a dead horse. The real fight is where
it's always been — in building a mass
campaign of working-class people in the
work places and in our communities, to
oppose registration, collection and payment.
The poll tax will not be defeated by
"lobbying the council" but by building anti-
poll tax groups on every estate and work-
place; in building a mass movement prepared
to take onyand defeat, the Tories, the
councils and the employers.

Building The Resistance

60 anti—poll tax unions are now
affiliated to the Merseyside Federation.
Though the Federation has done some good
work, with legal advisors, leaflets and
general publicity, how effective the unions
are in organising their own areas is another
matter. Based on the Ward level, most
unions seem to contain small groups of
activists trying to cover thousands of
people. Organisation at street level is
almost non-existent(compare this to

Haringey, London, with 510 street reps and
19 neighbourhood groups.) Communication
between members and committees is almost
as bad. For instance, if any court hear-
ing was to be a show of strength against
the poll tax, it should have been at
Huyton - the first cases on Merseyside.
Yet hardly any—one from the Federation
was there — certainly not the hundreds
that might have been expected.

This general lack of communication
isn't confined to Liverpool but appears
to be common throughout the All-
Britain Federation. The urgent need to

consolidate and broaden the campaign
is one of the main reasons for the
formation of the 3-D network 3-D
Don't Pay, Don’? Collect, Don't Implement
has been set up by some of the founder
members of the All Britain Federation.
This includes the three non—Militant
members of the National committee who've
resigned in protest at Militant
manipulation (see resignation letter).
The aim is to help build the campaign,
further communication and co-ordination

and to make the All Britain Federation
more effective and representative.

How 3-D develops depends on all
activists, who're prepared to put the
struggle first, getting involved.(see
below).

AS the poll tax war heats up,
the need for united resistance is
clear. By organising to win we can
turn the Tory's nightmare into reality

FOR A WORKING CLASS VICTORY!

3-D INFO

8th Sept. 10am: "The Poll Tax and

the Unions", conference at Polytechnic
students union, Sheffield(opposite
Sheffield BR station) Organised by the
Socialist Movement Trade Union Committee

15th Sept: National activists meeting
at Leeds. For more info contact 3-D
ll6 The Avenue, Tottenham, London.
Or phone Sham, O81 808 5893, or Jane
on O81 801 6041.

The north west contact is Nick
c/o Wythenshawe APTU, 20 Troutbeck Road,
Cathy, Stockport SK8 &RR.

Copies of the 3-D Bulletin can
be obtained from this address.

Labour
Leader

Tory
Policeman

Harry Hlmmer
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anarchism.

After the rebi‘rth of independent
Poland in 1918 anarcho-syndicalists
started to grow stronger and continued
to grow even after the military coup
of 1926. A radical faction appeared out
of the trade union movement in which
anarcho-syndicalists had the majority.
It had some 148,000 active members and
was just about to join the revolutionary
synicalist International Workers Assoc-
iation when the war broke out. It main-
tained close relations with foreign
anarcho-syndicalist unions, in partic-
ular the Norwegian ‘Syndikalistik
Verbund‘ which gave much financial aid
to ‘Solidarity’ in its syndicalist early
days. During the Second World War the
organisation was active against the
Nazis - forming its own partisan groups
("Polska Armia Ludowa"), some of which
were heavilly involved in the Warsaw
Uprising of l9hh.

After the war most of the anarchist
groups were wiped out by the repressions
of the Stalinist era which came down on
independent workers movements and any
signs of personal freedom. In spite of
this, fragmented and marginalised anar-
chist circles managed to resist till the
late 1960's. .

During the revolutionary upheavals
of 1956, 68 and 70 anarchism was being
described as a ‘semi-intellectual pos-
ture‘ and even a subculture and organised
anarchists were hardly to be seen. That's
how it was until the remarkable night of
13th December 1981 when the Soviet style
government sent troops to strangle the
spirit of revolution.

The revival of anarchism after 1981
is an extraordinary phenomenon. The
reason for admiring it is that, despite
historic conditions which seemed-to
exclude any such turn of events,
anarchism proved to be more alive than
anyone could expect. On the other hand
a lack of traditions of foghting the
state in an organised manner meant that
the new anarchists were mostly young
people who's hatred for the comunist
system was finally transformed into an
extreme dislike of any form of authority
and of authority as such.

One of the first examples of an organi-
sed anarchist movement was the creation
of the RSA (the ‘Alternative Society Move-
ment‘) in 1983, which acted for a self-
organised society. Soon, RSA spread all
over the country. Another active group
was "Wolnosc i Pokoj" (Hi? - Freedom and
Peace), noted for its anti—militarist
and ecological activity. These groups

were the first to organise demonstrations
against Soviet military presence in Poland;
marches for free movement and other num-
erous protests - both group and individ-
ual - against over-developed authority.

In the summer of 1988 an initiative
of various anarchist groups (RSA and WiP
among them) was launched. It was an
information exchange called ‘Anarchist
Intercity‘. The idea caught on and was
successful as a platform for communication,
networking new local groups, exchange of
news, information and the distribution
of the anarchist press. The first Anar-
chist Intercity conference was held in
September 1988 and was attended by over
100 delegates from 20 areas covering the
whole country. The next conference which
took place was in June 1989 and was
attended by anarchists from the USSR,
Spain, Hungary, East Germany, Sweden, the
Netherlands and France. Out of it was
formed the Polish Anarchist Federation.
This was officially confirmed by delegates
at a two day meeting in November 1989.
Also, the Declaration of Aims was iss-
ued then, and membership of local groups,
unions, movements, editorial staffs and
individuals was defined.

Most local groups are active in their
own areas and produce their own publicat-
ions and magazines. Anarchist groups also
co-operate with a variety of libertarian,
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ecological and animal liberation groups
and new initiatives are called into being
so quickly that it's difficult to list
them all.

What is now seen as the most favour-
able factor promoting anarchism in Poland
is that 'Solidarity', admired so much in
the past, is inevitably discrediting
itself. The farce of the "round table"
talks with the communists and the res-
ulting pact, which has resulted in the
Solidarity bosses setting themselves
apart from the working masses,has
proved that social discontent hasn't
ended just because the government has
changed. Despite the fact that people
keep talking about the Mazowiecki
government as "our government" there is
no getting away from the growing sense
of disappointment. Social dissillusion
is more visible now than after the last
elections which brought Solidarity into
power.

Solidarity‘s desperate "jump into
capitalism" has caused widespread poverty
surpassing even that experienced under
communist rule. It is beyond question
that Solidarity did a deal. No-one from
the days of communist rule has been
brought to account for the economic
disaster, the hangmen and torturers of
the secret police are still doing well,
and thousands of absurd regulations in-
herited from the old regime still cramp
any reasonable economic development of
the country.

The old traditions of manipulating
voters have come back again. We remember
how Solidarity was making great efforts
to win the votes of soldiers and young
people and how they have now been for-
gotten. ‘Solidarity’ is now a dying
political movement, with its chiefs
playing big bosses in the Polish gov-
ernment, and worker's unions in complete
stagnation (though there are groups in
Solidarity who are in permanent opposit-
ion to the government's policies).
Lech Walesa is still telling old stories
about jumping over the shipyard fence
and, at the same time, is skillfully
avoiding any responsibility for what's
going on - its always been easier to
become a god than to remain a human.
Solidarity carefully avoid using the
word 'capitalism‘, but that's what is
being introduced, while at the same
time maintaining some of the relics of
the communist system - the price for
sharing power. All this can only lead to
the further disintegration of society
and its division into very rich and very
poor. V
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Anarchists at Sol1darnosc demo".

However, this government is in better
shape than any of the old ones. It is
still being accepted by the majority of
people who do not yet see the danger of
acceptance, and it is still doing tricks
to gain popularity at any expense. (The
Polish eagle has its crown back, but who
cares about the cost of this simple op-
eration?).

So, there is a lot of work for anar-
chists. The great disappointment (surely
to come) gives a good prospect for an
effective anarchist propaganda drive.
Preparing the ground for a free society
requires the development of an educative
role for anarchism - this day to day
work must happen before change is poss-
ible. lt must be remembered that the
majority of Polish anarchists are young
and the movement itself needs education.
Those of us with more experience share
our knowlege with the younger comrades
to prevent them getting marginalised and
drifting into subcultures. The reason
why anarchism is generally misunderstood
is not the idea itself but the language
used while speaking about it. That's
why education is a high priority.

Anarchist activities could probably
be much more effective if only a better
financial and technical possibilities
were provided. Many anarchist publicat-
ions are disregarded due to their poor
technical quality and miserable looking
image. What seems cheap abroad is very
expensive here and despite the best
efforts of anarchist printersa lack of
money hampers what we do. We therefore
rely on our comrades abroad for financ-
ial and theoretical help. This can con-
tribute a lot in creating a strong
movement here and can turn the new dec-
ade into a milestone for Polish anarchism
Poland is, believe us, the only country
where revolution can be made for $1,000!
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POLL TAX RIOT
A5
72 pages
£1.00

If you weren't at the battle of
Trafalgar Square last March, READ THIS
BOOK! It's a collection of accounts
written by the rioters themselves which
amply tell the tale of that heroic day.
Of course, if you were there you should
read it too. Those 72 pages reminded me
vividly of my humble part in it all.

Each story has its own style; some
funny, some serious, but together they
take the reader through the events of
that day — the carnival atmosphere as
the demo assembled in Kennington Park,
the march itself, the sit—down at Downing
St, the police charges in Whitehall and
the major fighting in and around Traf-
algar itself.

As well as that you get individuals
feelings about being involved — the
exhilaration at seeing the police in
flight, fear during baton charges, the
sense of being in control for once,
joy at the looting of posh shops and the
burning of the South African embassy,
it's all here — right down to the
person who gets released from custody
in the early hours of the morning and
takes a walk through an almost deserted
Trafalgar Square. He see's a group of
grimy and exhausted riot cops "literally
'plodding' along", their faces devoid
of emotion - in sharp contrast to the
vitality, energy and resourcefulness
of the Square's previous occupants.

The accounts are peppered with
people's thoughts about the poll tax,
the police, class struggle, capitalism
and the state — in short, why they rioted
Proof, if any were needed, that attempts
to brand Trafalgar Sqare as ‘mindless
violence’ and the rioters as 'hooligans'
are utterly wrong.

Not many peasants left accounts of
the 1381 uprising against the poll tax,
so in its way, apart from being a bloody
good read, this book is a historical
document — our history, our struggle.

THE GLOBE: THE NORTH'S GREEN GUIDE.
Red Cabbage Publishings,
P.O. Box 519,
Sheffield
s11 ato
£6 per year, £5 unwaged/student,
£10 to organisations.

Printed on the obligatory recycled
paper and well laid out, this is a rel-
atively new green magazine, specifically
for the north of the country.

It consists mainly of factual articles
and short pieces on local, national and
international green events and activities
ranging from news of a new car share
scheme in Liverpool, to a leaked report
on the cost of Sizewell B nuclear power
station, to a campaign to preserve the
ancient redwood forests in California.
However, most of the magazine is devoted
to matters of local or regional interest,
and it includes a bulletin on the current
activities of local green groups around
the north, and its "Pages for Change"
section gives details of local campaigns.

THE GLOBE contains only one or two
really in—depth articles, and it cannot
be described as "radical" even in green
movement terms. But its full of solid
information that will be invaluable to
green activists. It's available from
radical bookshops in Liverpool, Chester,
Manchester, Sheffield and York. z

‘Poll Tax Riot‘ should be available in
your local radical bookshop, but copies
can be had for El Pl"5 P°5t38° fF°m '
Acab Press, BM 888A, London WCIN 3XX.


